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Sun: General PropertiesSun: General Properties
The surface temperature of the Sun is 5800K and the its central temperature is 15 The surface temperature of the Sun is 5800K and the its central temperature is 15 
million Kelvin. million Kelvin. 
The Sun is a G2V class starThe Sun is a G2V class star -- an average star in our universean average star in our universe

The Sun is 

The Sun is a G2V class star The Sun is a G2V class star an average star in our universe.an average star in our universe.
74% Hydrogen, 24% Helium, 2% Metals74% Hydrogen, 24% Helium, 2% Metals

109 times 
the radius 
of the 
Earth.

The Sun is 
330,000 
times the 
mass of 
th E ththe Earth.



Sun: Stellar InteriorSun: Stellar Interior
Thermonuclear coreThermonuclear core -- the central region of Sun where fusion takes the central region of Sun where fusion takes gg
place due to high temperatures and pressures. place due to high temperatures and pressures. 200,000 km radius. 
Site of nuclear reactions

Radiative zoneRadiative zone -- a regiona regionRadiative zoneRadiative zone a region a region 
inside a star where energy is inside a star where energy is 
transported outward by the transported outward by the 
movement of photons. movement of photons. 
300 000 km where solar300,000 km, where solar 
energy is transported to 
Surface by radiation

Convective zoneConvective zone -- a layer a layer 
inside a star where energy is inside a star where energy is 
transported outward by means transported outward by means p yp y
of heat flow through the of heat flow through the 
gasses of the star gasses of the star 
(convection). (convection). 200,000 km 
below the photosphere wherebelow the photosphere, where 
solar energy is transported by 
radiation



Sun: AtmosphereSun: Atmosphere
f f f Sf f f S fPhotospherePhotosphere -- "sphere of light", the visible surface of the Sun. "sphere of light", the visible surface of the Sun. surface that 

emits radiation (what we see) w=500 km

Ch hCh h " h" hChromosphereChromosphere -- "sphere "sphere 
of color", visible during of color", visible during 
solar eclipses. solar eclipses. sun lower 
atmosphere (1500 km)

CoronaCorona -- the Sun's the Sun's 
outermost atmosphere.outermost atmosphere.

10 000km+ tenuous10,000km+ tenuous 
atmosphere -> extend to 
solar wind

Solar windSolar wind :The outflow of :The outflow of 
gas constitute gas constitute 

by protons and electrons by protons and electrons 
h h d hh h d hthat have escaped the that have escaped the 
Sun's gravity.Sun's gravity.



Exterior solar Exterior solar -- AtmosferaAtmosfera
fotoesferafotoesfera

A base da fotoesfera defineA base da fotoesfera define--se como a superfice se como a superfice 
visivel do sol. visivel do sol. 
0   0   -- 10103 3 Km  acima da superfice, B ~ 1440 GaussKm  acima da superfice, B ~ 1440 Gauss

cromosferacromosfera
camada irregular acima da fotoesfera, 1 000camada irregular acima da fotoesfera, 1 000--2 2 
000Km temperatura varia de 6 000000Km temperatura varia de 6 000 20 000K20 000K000Km, temperatura varia de 6 000000Km, temperatura varia de 6 000--20 000K20 000K
B ~8.4 GaussB ~8.4 Gauss

região de transiçãoregião de transição
A região de transição é uma camada muito fina eA região de transição é uma camada muito fina eA região de transição  é uma camada muito fina e A região de transição  é uma camada muito fina e 
irregular entre cromosfera e a corona.irregular entre cromosfera e a corona.
A energia flui da corona para a cromosfera e A energia flui da corona para a cromosfera e 
durante este processo esta região apresenta uma durante este processo esta região apresenta uma p g pp g p
variacao de temperatura de 100,000 até 20,000 variacao de temperatura de 100,000 até 20,000 
K.K.

coronacorona
região externa do Sol que é visivel durante um região externa do Sol que é visivel durante um 
eclipse do Sol como uma coroa branca à sua eclipse do Sol como uma coroa branca à sua 
volta.volta.



Solar WindSolar Wind
Coronal particlesCoronal particles (mostly electrons and (mostly electrons and pp ( y( y
protons) are thrown with such velocity that protons) are thrown with such velocity that 
they cannot be held by the Sun’s gravitythey cannot be held by the Sun’s gravity
The Sun is “evaporing” constantly (ONLY The Sun is “evaporing” constantly (ONLY 
0.1% of its mass since its formation)0.1% of its mass since its formation)0.1% of its mass since its formation)0.1% of its mass since its formation)
Interact with objects in the solar systemInteract with objects in the solar system

Earth: cause auroraeEarth: cause aurorae
Comets: produces tailsComets: produces tails
Interacts with edge of solar system: Interacts with edge of solar system: 
heliopauseheliopause

Radiations reach Earth in 8 min, particles Radiations reach Earth in 8 min, particles 
in a few days (v= 500 km/s)in a few days (v= 500 km/s)

Solar Wind: The Earth’s 
Magnetic Fieldin a few days (v= 500 km/s)in a few days (v= 500 km/s) Magnetic Field

At Earth:

V = 400 - 700 km/s

T = 50,000-500,000 K*

density = 103 - 104/m3 

(E th @ l l(Earth @ sea level -
~2.5x1025/m3) 



Solar Wind: Solar Wind: AurorasAuroras are caused by the solar wind.are caused by the solar wind.



Sun: AtmosphereSun: Atmosphere

Solar ObservationsSolar ObservationsSolar ObservationsSolar Observations



Solar AtmosphereSolar Atmosphere
Composition:Composition:
•Analyzing the Fraunhofer
absorption lines from the 
Photosphere and Chromospherep p
• 67 different elements in various 
stages of excitation and ionization



Solar AtmosphereSolar Atmosphere
Espectro visivel de alta resolução espectroEspectro visivel de alta resolução espectroçç
(4000 Å (4000 Å --7000 Å); aumenta da esquerda para a 7000 Å); aumenta da esquerda para a 
direita ;50 imagens espectros (60 Å)direita ;50 imagens espectros (60 Å)
Riscas Hidrogénio (mais importantes): Balmer HRiscas Hidrogénio (mais importantes): Balmer H--
alfa (6563 Å); Balmer Halfa (6563 Å); Balmer H--beta (4861 Å); Balmer Hbeta (4861 Å); Balmer H--( );( ); ( );( );
gamma (4340 Å) gamma (4340 Å) 
No espectro solar foram descobertos 67 No espectro solar foram descobertos 67 
elementos. elementos. 
Os elementos mais abundantes (em massa) são:Os elementos mais abundantes (em massa) são:Os elementos mais abundantes (em massa) são: Os elementos mais abundantes (em massa) são: 
Hidrogénio 93 %; Hélio  25 %; Carbono 0.2 %; Hidrogénio 93 %; Hélio  25 %; Carbono 0.2 %; 
Azoto 0.09 %;Oxigénio 0.8 %; Neon 0.16 Azoto 0.09 %;Oxigénio 0.8 %; Neon 0.16 
%;Magnésio 0.06 %;  Silicio 0.09 %;Enxofre 0.05 %;Magnésio 0.06 %;  Silicio 0.09 %;Enxofre 0.05 
%; Ferro 0 14 %%; Ferro 0 14 %

Temperatura e densidade em função da altura na atmosfera 
para um Sol calmo. Encontra-se indicado a altura a qual  as 
várias riscas espectrais e contínuos são formados.

%; Ferro 0.14 %%; Ferro 0.14 %



Solar atmospheric temperatureSolar atmospheric temperature

In the Transition 
zone and Coronazone and Corona

High 
t r t rtemperature
(3 millions of K)
-> atoms are ?extremely 
ionized

?
Transition zone:
1500 1000 k1500 -1000 km 
upper part of the 
atmosphere 

h T iwhere T rises 
dramatically



Sun: Surface FeaturesSun: Surface Features

Plages - heated by 
rising magnetic field G 1500B ≈

r
rising magnetic field 
- compresses gas

Filaments - cool 
streamers of gasstreamers of gas 
above photosphere

Prominences - Flares - sudden release of energy equal to 100s of millions of
filaments seen from 
the side

Flares sudden release of energy equal to 100s of millions of 
megatons - radio through gamma rays! Temperatures exceed 10 
million K



Sun Atmosphere: PhotosphereSun Atmosphere: Photosphere
The photosphere is the lowest of three main layersThe photosphere is the lowest of three main layers
in the Sun’s atmosphere in the Sun’s atmosphere pp

The Sun’s atmosphere The Sun’s atmosphere 
h th i l thh th i l thhas three main layers: the has three main layers: the 
photosphere, the photosphere, the 
chromosphere, and the chromosphere, and the 
coronacoronacoronacorona
Everything below the solar Everything below the solar 
atmosphere is called the atmosphere is called the 
solar interiorsolar interior
The visible surface of the The visible surface of the 
Sun, the photosphere, is Sun, the photosphere, is p pp p
the lowest layer in the the lowest layer in the 
solar atmospheresolar atmosphere
B~ 1440 GaussB~ 1440 GaussPhotosphere



Ch h “ h f l ” T d t 4300 K

Sun Atmosphere: ChromosphereSun Atmosphere: Chromosphere
Chromosphere - “sphere of color” - T drops to ~ 4300 K 

When seen edge-on we see the 

656 3 nm Balmer line Hα

Special 
Hα
filter656.3 nm Balmer line Hα

This is where Helium was discovered 

filter 
used to 
image 
whole

(Helios - Greek god of the Sun)

whole 
Sun



Sun Atmosphere: ChromosphereSun Atmosphere: Chromosphere
The chromosphere is characterized by The chromosphere is characterized by 
spikes of rising gasspikes of rising gas

Above the photosphere is Above the photosphere is 
l f l d b tl f l d b ta layer of less dense but a layer of less dense but 

higher temperature gases higher temperature gases 
called the chromospherecalled the chromosphere
Spicules extend upward Spicules extend upward 
from the photosphere into from the photosphere into 
the chromosphere along the chromosphere along 
the boundaries of the boundaries of 
supergranules supergranules 



Sun Atmosphere: Transition RegionSun Atmosphere: Transition Region

The outermost layer The outermost layer 
of the solar of the solar 

Temperature Distribution

atmosphere, the atmosphere, the 
corona, is made of corona, is made of 
very highvery high--
temperature gases temperature gases 
at extremely lowat extremely lowat extremely low at extremely low 
densitydensity
The solar coronaThe solar coronaThe solar corona The solar corona 
blends into the solar blends into the solar 
wind at great wind at great gg
distances from the distances from the 
SunSun



Sun Atmosphere: Transition RegionSun Atmosphere: Transition Region

He I (T 2 104 K)              C IV ( T 105 K)                S VI ( T 2 105 K, 20/05/96)          Ne VIII  ( T 6 105 K)



Corona T rises to ~ 500 000 1 000 000 K !!
Sun Atmosphere: CoronaSun Atmosphere: Corona

Corona - T rises  to ~ 500,000 - 1,000,000 K !!

The coronaThe coronaThe corona The corona 
ejects mass into ejects mass into 
space to formspace to formspace to form space to form 
the solar wind the solar wind 

Highly ionized atoms, such as Fe+13 (also called Fe XIV)*

Light scattered by ions & electrons (inner) & dust grains (outer)g y ( ) g ( )

Heated by complex magnetic/particle activity

*NOTE: spectroscopists use a special notation:

C0 ⇒ C I

C+1 ⇒ C IINOTE: spectroscopists use a special notation:
C+2 ⇒ C III

C+3 is C IV



Surface FeaturesSurface Features

SunspotSunspot -- a temporary cool region in the solar a temporary cool region in the solar 
photosphere created byphotosphere created by magnetic fieldsmagnetic fieldsphotosphere created by photosphere created by magnetic fields. magnetic fields. 
ProminenceProminence -- a a flamelikeflamelike protrusion seen near the protrusion seen near the 
limb of the Sun and extending into the solar limb of the Sun and extending into the solar 
corona.corona.
GranulesGranules convection features about 1000convection features about 1000GranulesGranules -- convection features about 1000 convection features about 1000 
kilometers in diameter seen constantly in the solar kilometers in diameter seen constantly in the solar 
photosphere.photosphere.
Coronal Mass Ejections, Coronal HolesCoronal Mass Ejections, Coronal Holes

How do we know that How do we know that sunspotssunspots are caused byare caused by intense intense 
ti fi ldti fi ld ??magnetic fieldsmagnetic fields??

Answer:Answer:
Zeeman EffectZeeman Effect -- the splitting of some of the spectral lines the splitting of some of the spectral lines 
of a hydrogen gas into two or more components.of a hydrogen gas into two or more components.



Sun Atmosphere:Sun Atmosphere: Sun’s Magnetic Fields
S t l li t lit i t ti fi ldSpectral lines get split in strong magnetic fields 
(Zeeman Effect)
How far they are split is proportional to theHow far they are split is proportional to the 
strength of the magnetic field

Magnetic field 1000 times stronger in sunspots 
than the sun’s average magnetic field

Zeeman Zeeman 
Eff tEff tEffectEffect

Sunspots and 
Magnetic Fields 



The Active Sun: Sunspots are lowThe Active Sun: Sunspots are low--temperature regions in the temperature regions in the 
photospherephotosphere

Sun Atmosphere: Photosphere Sun Atmosphere: Photosphere -- Sunspots
p pp p

Sunspots:Sunspots:

•Appear in groups

•T~4000-4500 K, diameter 23 000 Km

•Darker than surrounding photosphere (WHY?)

•Large magnetic fields inhibit convection 

umbra

penumbra

r
G 3000--G  2000B ≈

r



Sun Atmosphere: Photosphere Sun Atmosphere: Photosphere -- Sunspots

The sun in 21 – 26 August 1971
Not steady (size and shape changed)



Sun Atmosphere: Photosphere Sun Atmosphere: Photosphere -- Sunspots

The Sun’s surface features vary in an 11The Sun’s surface features vary in an 11--year cycleyear cycle
The average number of sunspots increases and decreases in a The average number of sunspots increases and decreases in a 
regular cycle of approximately 11 years regular cycle of approximately 11 years 

Sunspot Cycle

Sunspot Maximum and Minimum 



Magnetic field loops trap hot 

Sun Atmosphere: Corona Sun Atmosphere: Corona –– Coronal Mass Ejections

gas, area bright in X-rays

Open fields - gas flows & area 
is dark in X-rays - coronalis dark in X rays coronal 
holes
Activity in the corona includes Activity in the corona includes 
coronal mass ejections andcoronal mass ejections andcoronal mass ejections and coronal mass ejections and 
coronal holescoronal holes

Look at this with 3D 
glasses (red-green) -
from Yohkoh 
spacecraft The Ultraviolet Corona



Sun Atmosphere: Corona Sun Atmosphere: Corona –– Coronal Mass Ejections

Coronal Mass Ejections

Coronal Mass 

Expel trillions of tons at hundreds

Ejection

Expel trillions of tons at hundreds 
of km/s!

Potential damage to:

•satellites & astronauts

•power grids

•radio communication



Other activity about the SunOther activity about the SunOther activity about the SunOther activity about the Sun
ProminencesProminences

Loops of ionized gas (plasma) bent by magnetic fieldsLoops of ionized gas (plasma) bent by magnetic fields
May last up to three monthsMay last up to three months

FlaresFlares -- much violent than prominencesmuch violent than prominencesFlares Flares -- much violent than prominencesmuch violent than prominences
Eruptions on the lasting 5 to 10 minEruptions on the lasting 5 to 10 min
Includes Includes coronal mass ejectionscoronal mass ejections (500 to 1000 km/s)(500 to 1000 km/s)
C di t i ti d l t i itC di t i ti d l t i itCan disrupt communications and electricityCan disrupt communications and electricity
Cause more aurorae and can disable satellitesCause more aurorae and can disable satellites

All these phenomenon happen in All these phenomenon happen in active regionsactive regions on the on the 
Sun, which vary in position.Sun, which vary in position.
We don’t understand the details for the formations of We don’t understand the details for the formations of 
these structuresthese structures



Th S ’ ti fi ld l d thTh S ’ ti fi ld l d th

Sun Atmosphere:Sun Atmosphere: Sun’s Magnetic Fields

The Sun’s magnetic field also produces otherThe Sun’s magnetic field also produces other
forms of solar activityforms of solar activity

Solar Flares: Solar Flares: A solar A solar 
flare is a brief eruption of flare is a brief eruption of Magnetic Arches in the Corona

hot, ionized gases from a hot, ionized gases from a 
sunspot groupsunspot group
Coronal Mass Ejection:Coronal Mass Ejection:Coronal Mass Ejection: Coronal Mass Ejection: 
A coronal mass ejection A coronal mass ejection 
is a much larger eruption is a much larger eruption 
th t i l ith t i l ithat involves immense that involves immense 
amounts of gas from the amounts of gas from the 
coronacorona



Convective RegimesConvective Regimes

Granulation/mesogranulation/supergranulation in Granulation/mesogranulation/supergranulation in 
0 97 R di ti t f i i ti0 97 R di ti t f i i ti>0.97 R, radiative transfer, ionization>0.97 R, radiative transfer, ionization

Global convection in >0.7 RGlobal convection in >0.7 R

GranulationGranulation 1 Mm 1 km/s velocity doppler 1 Mm 1 km/s velocity doppler 
ttmeasurementsmeasurements

MesogranulationMesogranulation 5Mm 60 m/s correlation tracking5Mm 60 m/s correlation tracking
Supergranulation Supergranulation 30 Mm 400 m/s correlation 30 Mm 400 m/s correlation 
tracking, doppler, local helioseismologytracking, doppler, local helioseismology
Gi t ll 100 M 50 / l b l d l lGi t ll 100 M 50 / l b l d l lGiant cells 100 Mm 50 m/s global and local Giant cells 100 Mm 50 m/s global and local 
helioseismologyhelioseismology



Convection GranulosConvection Granulos Granulos

Granulos:Granulos: estruturas celulares pequenas( 1estruturas celulares pequenas( 1--10Mm) que cobrem a 10Mm) que cobrem a 
inteira superfice do Sol. Estes granulos são a parte visivel das inteira superfice do Sol. Estes granulos são a parte visivel das 
celulas de conveccao(100 Km penetracao), onde o fluido mais celulas de conveccao(100 Km penetracao), onde o fluido mais 
quente emergente nas zonas claras, arrefece (variacao de quente emergente nas zonas claras, arrefece (variacao de 
temperatura 100 temperatura 100 --200 K) e contrai200 K) e contrai--se,  voltando a imergir nas se,  voltando a imergir nas 
regiões mais escuras. Este fenomeno tem uma duração de 20 min. regiões mais escuras. Este fenomeno tem uma duração de 20 min. 
A superfice granulada está constantemente a renovarA superfice granulada está constantemente a renovar--se por se por 
fragmentação e mistura (apresentar filme). O fluido pode atingir fragmentação e mistura (apresentar filme). O fluido pode atingir 
velocidades supersónicas da ordem de 7km/s e produzir ‘sonic velocidades supersónicas da ordem de 7km/s e produzir ‘sonic 
booms’, outro ruido acústico. Este processo é responsável pela booms’, outro ruido acústico. Este processo é responsável pela 
produção de ondas acusticas no interior do sol. produção de ondas acusticas no interior do sol. Nota: MesoNota: Meso--
granulos: 10 vezes maior que os granulos. Tempo de vida 20  granulos: 10 vezes maior que os granulos. Tempo de vida 20  

GG

Supergranulos:Supergranulos: Estruturas similares aos granulos mas muito Estruturas similares aos granulos mas muito 
i (20i (20 0 ) P d b d é d f i0 ) P d b d é d f i

magnético nos bordos da ordem 100 Gauss. magnético nos bordos da ordem 100 Gauss. 

maiores (20maiores (20--50 mm). Podem ser observados através do efeito 50 mm). Podem ser observados através do efeito 
Doppler. Tempo de vida 1 a 2 dias, velocidades 0.5 Km/s. O Doppler. Tempo de vida 1 a 2 dias, velocidades 0.5 Km/s. O 
movimento do fluido nestes granulos transporta tubos de movimento do fluido nestes granulos transporta tubos de 
campos magnéticos para os bordos dos supergranulos onde é campos magnéticos para os bordos dos supergranulos onde é 
produzida a produzida a rede cromosfericarede cromosferica. Campo magnético nos bordos . Campo magnético nos bordos 
da ordem 100 Gauss. da ordem 100 Gauss. 

Supergranulos



Convection in the photosphere producesConvection in the photosphere produces

Sun Atmosphere: PhotosphereSun Atmosphere: Photosphere
Convection in the photosphere produces Convection in the photosphere produces 
granulesgranules
GranulesGranules -- convection features about convection features about 
1000 kilometers in diameter seen 1000 kilometers in diameter seen 
constantly in the solar photosphere.constantly in the solar photosphere.

Granulation: convection cell structure 
on the surfaceo t e su ace
Size =1000 km, life time=10min
Bright granules go upward
Dark granules sink

Granules  
Temperature difference is 500 K



Sun Atmosphere:Sun Atmosphere: Sun’s Differential Rotation
•Rotation rate P= 25 days at 
equator, P=31 days at high latitude 
(differential rotation rate)( )
•T= effective temperature = 5800 
K (distribution of radiation 
followed a Black body curve)followed a Black body curve)

Ppole=36 
days

Pequator=25 days

The Sun’s Rotation 
with Sunspots 



Related to a 22Related to a 22--year cycle in which the surface magnetic field increases, year cycle in which the surface magnetic field increases, 

Sun Atmosphere: Sun Atmosphere: Sunspots Solar Cycle
y y gy y g

decreases, and then increases again with the opposite polaritydecreases, and then increases again with the opposite polarity
The average number of sunspots increases and decreases in a regular The average number of sunspots increases and decreases in a regular 
cycle of approximately 11 years, with reversed magnetic polarities from one cycle of approximately 11 years, with reversed magnetic polarities from one 
1111--year cycle to the nextyear cycle to the next1111 year cycle to the nextyear cycle to the next
Two such cycles make up the 22Two such cycles make up the 22--year solar cycleyear solar cycle
Maundar’s Butterfly Diagram shows a pattern when we plot the latitude of 
each sunspot as a function of time.

Variations in the Average Latitude of Sunspots 
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Sun: AtmosphereSun: AtmosphereSun: AtmosphereSun: Atmosphere

Solar Magnetic Field:Solar Magnetic Field:Solar Magnetic Field:Solar Magnetic Field:
Solar Dynamo ModelSolar Dynamo Model



What is a dynamo?What is a dynamo?

A dynamo is a process by which the 

Homopolar-disc Dynamo Generator

Supply kinetic energy y p y
magnetic field in an electrically conducting 

fluid is maintained against Ohmic 
dissipationA copper 

di h

Supply kinetic energy 
to rotate the disc

disc that can 
rotate about 

its axis

Introduce magnetic fields; an 
electromotive force between 
the axis and the rim will bethe axis and the rim will be 

generated

Connect a wire twisted in the same sense as theConnect a wire twisted in the same sense as the 
sense of rotation; magnetic fields will grow



Observational Constraints Observational Constraints 
Solar Dynamo TheorySolar Dynamo TheorySolar Dynamo TheorySolar Dynamo Theory

Differential rotation with latitude, depth, time
Meridional circulation with latitude, depth, time

& 
Ve

lo
cit

ies

Convection zone depth
Existence of solar tachocline
Other motions from helioseismic interferences (synoptic maps)

St
ru

ct
ur

e &
S

Butterfly diagram for spots
Hales polarity laws
Field reversalsField reversals
Phase relation in cycle between toroidal & poloidal fields
Field symmetry about equator
Field “handedness” (current helicity magnetic helicity)ro

pe
rti

es

Field handedness  (current helicity, magnetic helicity)
Solar cycle envelope
Cycle period – cycle amplitude relation
Active longitudesMa

gn
et

ic 
Pr

Active longitudes
Sunspot group tilts (Joy’s Law), asymmetries between leaders & followers
Others???

M



Solar Solar 
DDThe behavior of the Sun’s magnetic field shows trends which provideDynamoDynamoThe behavior of the Sun s magnetic field shows trends which provide 

crucial information on how this field is generated and evolves.
Successful models for the solar dynamo must explain several 
observations:observations:

1. Sun follows a cycle with mean period of 11 years (8-15 year range)
2. Sunspots emerge at progressively lower latitudes as cycle proceeds 
(Spörer’s Law)(Spörer s Law)

3. Sunspots appear in bipolar 
regions.  The leading spots (relative 
to solar rotation) have opposite 
polarities in the N and S 
hemispheres and the order of these 

4. Leading sunspots are located closed to equator than following spots (Joy’s 

polarities switches from cycle to 
cycle (Hale Polarity Law)

g p q g p ( y
law)   - magnetic field of sunspot groups tilted towards equator.
5. Polar magnetic fields reverse near time of solar maximum.
6. Maunder minima behavior.



Solar dynamo processesSolar dynamo processes pol
oid
al

Ω-effect: Differential rotation creates

al

Ω-effect: Differential rotation creates 
toroidal field from poloidal field

toroidal

α-effect: Helical turbulence twists rising 
flux tubes, which can tear, reconnect, 
and create reversed poloidal field

Meridional circulation: surface flow 
carries reverse poloidal fieldcarries reverse poloidal field 
poleward;  equatorward flow near 
tachocline is inferred



Schematic Summary of PredictiveSchematic Summary of Predictive
FluxFlux--Transport Dynamo ModelTransport Dynamo ModelFluxFlux Transport Dynamo Model Transport Dynamo Model 

Shearing of poloidal fields by 
differential rotation to produce new 
toroidal fields followed by eruptiontoroidal fields, followed by eruption 
of sunspots.

Spot-decay and spreading to 
produce new surface global 

poloidal fields.

Sun differential rotation bends Magnetic 
lines; Magnetic gas upwelled toward thelines; Magnetic gas upwelled toward the 
surface-> Magnetic strength increases,  
formation of pairs

Transport of poloidal fields by 
meridional circulation (conveyor belt)meridional circulation (conveyor belt) 
toward the pole and down to the 
bottom, followed by regeneration of 
new toroidal fields of opposite sign.





Sunspot pairsSunspot pairs
Same configuration onSame configuration on 
both hemispheres



Magnetic Solar CycleMagnetic Solar Cycleg yg y
The rotation rate varies from once every 25 days to once The rotation rate varies from once every 25 days to once 
every 30 days.every 30 days.
This This differential rotationdifferential rotation twists the magnetic field lines.twists the magnetic field lines.
This causes the number of sunspots to vary over an 11 year This causes the number of sunspots to vary over an 11 year 
period.period.period.period.

The 11 (22) year sunspot cycle
Number and location of sunspots changes with time

Reaches maximum every 11 years (last was in  2001)
Tend to drift from higher latitude to equator

Cycle not consistently 11 years and may not come to same y y y y
maximum 

Magnetic fields
Reverse after 11 year cycley y
Effect seen in sunspot pairs

Activity goes up around sunspot maximum



Simulating relative peaks of cycles 12 through Simulating relative peaks of cycles 12 through 
242424 24 

Reproduced the sequence 
of peaks of cycles 16 throughof peaks of cycles 16 through 
23

Predict cycle 24 will be 30-
50% bigger than cycle 23gg y

Cycle 24 prediction using  
(Schatten 2005)

(Dikpati, de Toma & Gilman, 2006, GRL)



Sun: Solar InteriorSun: Solar Interior

Stellar PhysicsStellar Physics



Hydrostatic EquilibriumHydrostatic Equilibrium

What is the force the holds the sun together?What is the force the holds the sun together?
Gravity (inward)Gravity (inward)Gravity (inward)Gravity (inward)

What is the force that keeps  the sun from collapsing?What is the force that keeps  the sun from collapsing?
Pressure force (outward)Pressure force (outward)

Hydrostatic 
Equilibrium:

The local 
balance between 
pressure andpressure and 
gravity



Energy TransportEnergy Transport Photons: So many interactions Photons: So many interactions 
th t it lit ll t kth t it lit ll t k

Core: extremely hot plasma, gas 
completely ionized, no electronic 

occur, that it literally takes occur, that it literally takes 
hundreds of thousands of hundreds of thousands of 
yearsyears for a typical photon to for a typical photon to 
travel from the center of Sun totravel from the center of Sun totransitions -> transparent to 

photons

R di ti : T d d

travel from the center of Sun to travel from the center of Sun to 
the surface.the surface.

Radiation zone: T dropped, more 
electrons bounded to atoms -> 
opaque to photons. They are 
absorbed by the materialabsorbed by the material

Convection zone: gradient of 
temperature, hot material risestemperature, hot material rises 
upward, cold material sinks. 
Energy is transported by physical 
motion of the gas

Photosphere: low density cannot 
sustained convection process, gas 



Before reaching the atmosphere, photons generated in the core of theBefore reaching the atmosphere, photons generated in the core of the

Energy TransportEnergy Transport
Before reaching the atmosphere, photons generated in the core of the Before reaching the atmosphere, photons generated in the core of the 
Sun, travel through the main body called it Sun, travel through the main body called it interiorinterior..
They travel a zigzag path on their way out, as they are scattered back They travel a zigzag path on their way out, as they are scattered back 
and forth by particles (mostly electrons).and forth by particles (mostly electrons).and forth by particles (mostly electrons).and forth by particles (mostly electrons).

So many interactions So many interactions 
occur that it literally takesoccur that it literally takesoccur, that it literally takes occur, that it literally takes 
hundreds of thousands of hundreds of thousands of 
yearsyears for a typical photon for a typical photon 
to travel from the center ofto travel from the center ofto travel from the center of to travel from the center of 
Sun to the surface.Sun to the surface.



Nuclear FusionNuclear Fusion
If protons get close enough to each other they will If protons get close enough to each other they will fuse fuse into into 
other and create another atom (other and create another atom (but this rarely happens!but this rarely happens!))
Problem: the two protons have like charges and resist beingProblem: the two protons have like charges and resist beingProblem: the two protons have like charges and resist being Problem: the two protons have like charges and resist being 
near each other (electromagnetic force)near each other (electromagnetic force)
However, if the protons get really close the However, if the protons get really close the strong nuclearstrong nuclear
f d i t d th t ff d i t d th t fforce dominates and the protons fuse.force dominates and the protons fuse.

Converting mass into energyConverting mass into energy
When light atoms fuse they create an atom which is less massive When light atoms fuse they create an atom which is less massive 
than the parent atoms: the missing mass (than the parent atoms: the missing mass (mm) gets converted to ) gets converted to 
energy (energy (EE))

2mcE =
energy (energy (EE))
The energy is determined byThe energy is determined by

Where Where c c is the speed of light (3.00 x 10is the speed of light (3.00 x 1088 m/s).m/s).



What makes the Sun shine?What makes the Sun shine?
ThermonuclearThermonuclear fusionfusion at the Sun's core isat the Sun's core isThermonuclear Thermonuclear fusionfusion at the Sun s core is at the Sun s core is 
the source of the Sun's energy.the source of the Sun's energy.

4 4 ×× 1 hydrogen = 6.693 1 hydrogen = 6.693 ×× 1010--27 27 kgkg
-- 1 helium     = 6.645 1 helium     = 6.645 ×× 1010--27 27 kgkg

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mass lost = 0.048 Mass lost = 0.048 ×× 1010--27  27  kgkg

The extra mass is converted to pure energy. i.e. The extra mass is converted to pure energy. i.e. 
li htli ht 2light.light. 2mcE =

F h d t h li f i tFor one hydrogen-to-helium fusion event, 
E = 4.3 x 10-12 Joules

This is a tiny number by itself is insignificant, but when 
l i li d b h b f h d d i f i i hmultiplied by the vast number of hydrogen atoms undergoing fusion in the 

Sun, the total energy is equivalent to exploding 100 billion-megaton H-
bombs per second!  Our sunshine has a violent birth.



ProtonProton--Proton Cycle (98%)Proton Cycle (98%)
The Sun’s core fuses hydrogen into helium:The Sun’s core fuses hydrogen into helium:

11 11 2211H + H + 11H H 22H + H + ee++ + + νν ee++ = positron  = positron  ν = ν = neutrino  (2 times)neutrino  (2 times)
22H + H + 11H H 33He + He + γγ γγ = gamma= gamma--ray photonray photon (2 times) (2 times) 
33He + He + 33He He 44He + 2 He + 2 11HH
NET RESULT:NET RESULT: 44 11HH 44He + 2eHe + 2e++ + 2+ 2νν + 2+ 2γγNET RESULT:NET RESULT: 4 4 11H H 44He + 2eHe + 2e++ + 2+ 2νν + 2+ 2γγ

Only 0.71% of Mass is converted into energy, yet …. for every 1 kg of Only 0.71% of Mass is converted into energy, yet …. for every 1 kg of 
Hydrogen fused, 0.9929 kg of Helium are produced and Hydrogen fused, 0.9929 kg of Helium are produced and 6.4 x 106.4 x 101414 J of J of y g g py g g p
energy is released!energy is released!

Nevertheless, to get the luminosity of the Sun, 600 million tons of Nevertheless, to get the luminosity of the Sun, 600 million tons of 
hydrogen must be fused into heliumhydrogen must be fused into helium each secondeach secondhydrogen must be fused into helium hydrogen must be fused into helium each second.each second.

high speeds (from the high temperatures) of the atoms in the center of high speeds (from the high temperatures) of the atoms in the center of 
the Sun are mandatorythe Sun are mandatory

The CarbonThe Carbon NitrogenNitrogen Oxygen (CNO) Cycle (2%)Oxygen (CNO) Cycle (2%)The CarbonThe Carbon--NitrogenNitrogen--Oxygen (CNO) Cycle (2%)Oxygen (CNO) Cycle (2%)
Alternative way of producing energy: net result is the same:Alternative way of producing energy: net result is the same:

4 4 11H H 44He + 2eHe + 2e++ + 2+ 2νν + 3+ 3γγ
However, CarbonHowever, Carbon--12 is used as a catalyst 12 is used as a catalyst 
Much more efficient in stars with a mass greater than 1.1 solar masses (this Much more efficient in stars with a mass greater than 1.1 solar masses (this 
process needs higher Temperatures)process needs higher Temperatures)



A( ) 1H + 1H ⇒ 2H + e+ +ν

Proton-proton chain in detail……

A( ) H + H ⇒ H + e +νe

e+ + e− ⇒γ
B( ) 2H + 1H ⇒ 3He + γ

PPI

(91% of time)( )
C( ) 3He + 3He ⇒ 4He + 21H

D( ) 3He + 4He ⇒ 7Be + γ
E( ) 7Be + e− ⇒ 7Li +νe

( ) 7 1 8 *

PPII

(8% of time)F( ) 7Li + 1H ⇒ 8Be* + γ
G( ) 8Be* ⇒ 24He *⇒ excited state( )

(8% of time)

H( ) 7Be + 1H ⇒ 8B + γ
I( ) 8B ⇒ 8Be* + e+ +νe

PPIIIFIGURE: PPI
Protons in Red ( ) e

J( ) 8Be* ⇒ 24He (1% of time)
Protons in Red
Neutrons in Blue



Solar ModelSolar Model



Sun: Solar InteriorSun: Solar InteriorSun: Solar InteriorSun: Solar Interior

Solar Standard ModelSolar Standard Model



SOLAR INTERIOR MODELSSOLAR INTERIOR MODELS

Mathematical descriptions of what the Sun should be like insideMathematical descriptions of what the Sun should be like inside

Hydrostatic Equilibrium - balance of gravity & pressure

Thermal Equilibrium - balance of heat energy everywhere

Energy Transport (how does it get from the core to the surface?

•conduction - direct transfer through physical contact

•convection - transfer of energy through fluid motionconvection transfer of energy through fluid motion

•radiation - transfer via photons

Equation of State relates pressureEquation of State - relates pressure, 
density, temperature

Opacity - how photon transfer are 
affected by the gas

Energy Generation - energy 
production vs. temperature, density, 
etc.

“Boundary Conditions” - L, M, R, etc. to look like a real star!

Results: Tc~15x106K, Pc~3x1011 Atm, density ρc~160 g/cm3 !!



SOLAR INTERIOR MODELSSOLAR INTERIOR MODELS

Mathematical descriptions of what the Sun should be like inside

Basic Facts:

Mass M = 2x1030 kg = 300 000M

Mathematical descriptions of what the Sun should be like inside

Mass M = 2x1030 kg = 300,000M

Radius R = 7x108 m = 7x105 km = 111R

M D it M /V l M/((4/3) R3) 1400 k / 3 1 4 / 3Mean Density = Mass/Volume = M/((4/3)πR3)= 1400 kg/m3 = 1.4 g/cm3

Distance = 1.5x1011 m = 1.5x108 km = 8.3 light-minutes

Luminosity L = 3.9x1026 W (Solar Constant = 1350 W/m2)

Mean Surface Temperature = Teffective = 5780 K

Composition By Mass By Number

H ~68% ~90%

He ~31% ~10%

“Heavies” ~1% ~1%



The Standard Solar 
Model (SSM)Model (SSM)



Theoretical ModelTheoretical Model
Standard Solar ModelStandard Solar Model
Comparison with Earth and Jupiter
T t (Earth) =6500 K

Standard Solar ModelStandard Solar Model

Tcenter(Earth) 6500 K
ρcenter(Earth)=12,000 kg/m3

T (J it r) 25 000 KTcenter(Jupiter) = 25,000 K
Ρcenter(Jupiter) = 25,000 kg/m3

i i fVariation of 
density (fast and 
wide range)



Sun: Solar InteriorSun: Solar Interior

Solar NeutrinosSolar Neutrinos



TheThe Solar Solar Neutrino Neutrino 
Standard solar modelStandard solar model is the generally accepted theory of solar energy production.
The model predicts that billions of neutrinos per second flow from the Sun.
Neutrinos react very little with ordinary matter so detecting them is difficultNeutrinos react very little with ordinary matter so detecting them is difficult.
Neutrino telescopes indicate that only 1/3 of the neutrinos predicted by theory are “seen.”
Neutrinos are highly non-interacting particles which can be used direct probe into the Sun (if our nuclear fusion 
idea is right)
However, they are incredibly hard to detect

Neutrino Telescope

Cosmic RaysHuge underground detectors are used to look for neutrinos from the Sun
Until recently there seemed to be too few coming from the Sun
Solution: neutrinos come in different flavors 
and change identity on the way to Earth!

1.6 km
Neutrino Telescope

C Cl
Ar

100,000 gal. tank

Gold MineC2Cl4 Gold Mine
Ar

Argon 
Atom



The Experiments

Ray Davis Homestake Mine - looks for ν from pp III 
- gets 1/3 predicted value  

37Cl + νe ⇒ 37 Ar + e

III iti t Tpp III very sensitive to T

Experiment only measures 1 
“flavor” of ν - the “electron ν”flavor  of ν - the electron ν

What if ν’s change in flight????



Super-K - gets about 1/2 the predicted amount

Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) - sensitive 
to all “flavors” - agrees with SSM!!



Sun only makes electronSun only makes electron νν’s’s

Neutrino OscillationsNeutrino Oscillations

Sun only makes electron Sun only makes electron νν ss
SNO Results show:

We detect ~1/3 of electron ν’s predicted by SSMWe detect 1/3 of electron ν s predicted by SSM

We detect TOTAL number of ν predicted by  SSM

∴2/3 of the electron ν’s were converted into other flavors before they∴2/3 of the electron ν s were converted into other flavors before they 
reached Earth (so the total number is conserved)

This deficit is now understood as a consequence of 
neutrinos oscillating while en route from the solar 
core.

• Requires revising “standard physics” of subatomic particles -
New Physics!

SNOSNO



Sun Interior: HelioseismologySun Interior: Helioseismologygygy

Solar internal ‘Observations’Solar internal ‘Observations’



HelioseismologyHelioseismology
Estimated by helioseismology <-> vibration of the suny gy
Complex analysis, need a 24 h monitoring provided by ground telescopes 
and SOHO spacecraft observatory.
The solar interior supports numerous kinds of oscillations, whose motion on The solar interior supports numerous kinds of oscillations, whose motion on 
the solar surface can be detectedthe solar surface can be detectedthe solar surface can be detected.the solar surface can be detected.
Comparison of frequency and observed waveComparison of frequency and observed wave--pattern with solar pattern with solar 
model predictions constrains the properties of the model as a model predictions constrains the properties of the model as a 
function of depth below the surface.function of depth below the surface.

l = 1, m = 1

GONG- Global Oscillation Network 
Group
Continuous monitoring of Sun’s surface

l = 36, m = 24

Continuous monitoring of Sun s surface 
and atmosphere. SOHO (ESA)

l  36, m  24



SOI/MDI:SOI/MDI:

Sun Interior: SOHO SeismologySun Interior: SOHO Seismology
W b bl b SOI/MDI:SOI/MDI:

DopplerDoppler--velocity datavelocity data
Wave patterns are observable by 
measuring Doppler shifts as a function 
of position on the solar surface.
Thousands of normal modes have been

From the power spectra the mode frequencies are 

Thousands of normal modes have been 
detected in this way.

p p q
estimated (peak- bagging): these are then the data for the 
inversions.

GOLF: GOLF: 
WholeWhole--disk disk 

powerpowerpower power 
spectrumspectrum

Dopplergram



Disentangling the ModesDisentangling the Modesg gg g

× =

× =

× =



Helioseismic Waves ObservedHelioseismic Waves Observed

Wave patterns are observable by measuring Doppler Wave patterns are observable by measuring Doppler 
shifts as a function of position on the solar surface.shifts as a function of position on the solar surface.

Thousands of normal modes have been detected in this Thousands of normal modes have been detected in this 
way.way.



Sun Interior: HelioseismologySun Interior: Helioseismologygygy

Solar Inversions (Results)Solar Inversions (Results)



Solar InversionsSolar InversionsSolar InversionsSolar Inversions



Helioseismology: Helioseismology: 
Sound speed inversionSound speed inversionpp

The first result of the asymptotic 
sound inversion that confirmed the 
standard solar model. The large 
discrepancy in the central region is 
due
inaccuracy of the data and the 
asymptotic approximation.



Helioseismology: differential rotationHelioseismology: differential rotation



TimeTime--distancedistance

Internal FlowsInternal Flows



SubSub--surface Structuressurface Structures Structure of SunspotStructure of Sunspot

LargeLarge--scale flows around scale flows around 
active regions:active regions:
•converging 40 m/s flow toward 
the neutral line in the upper 
layers
•diverging flow below 9 Mm



MDI/SOHO reveals the interiorMDI/SOHO reveals the interior
and explains surface activityand explains surface activity

MDI shows how the dynamoMDI shows how the dynamo 
changes (1.3y)

Sunspots are footpoints
of emerging magnetic flux t

MDI shows how magnetic elements form 
sunspots



ENDENDENDEND


